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KNOTTING CODIMENSION 2 SUBMANIFOLDS LOCALLY

by Mikiya Masuda and Makoto Sakuma

Introduction

Let L be a connected oriented n-dimensional closed manifold smoothly
embedded in a connected oriented (n + 2)-dimensional closed manifold M,
and let K be an oriented n-dimensional smooth knot in the oriented Sn + 2.

Then we consider the connected sum (M, L) tt (Sn + 2, K). In other words,

we knot L locally using K. It yields another embedding of L in M ;

however, it does not always give a new embedding. In fact, the lightbulb
theorem says that the connected sum of (S2 x Sl, {*} x S1) with any knot
in S3 is always equivalent to the original embedding. Moreover, by the

prime decomposition theorem for knots in 3-manifolds [My], (S2 x S1, {*} x S1)

is essentially the only embedding of a circle with the above property.
Litherland [Li] has generalized the lightbulb theorem to the higher dimensional

cases. In the appendix of [V], Yiro exhibits an example of a 2-knot
whose connected sum with the standard projective plane in S4 does not
change the isotopy type of the projective plane. (See also [La].)

The purpose of this paper is to study under what conditions this
phenomenon occurs (or does not occur). The first named author [Ms]
studied this problem when the codimension is greater than 2.

Put it in another way. Let „ be the set of isotopy classes of oriented
rc-knots diffeomorphic to Sn in the oriented Sn + 2. The set forms an abelian
monoid under connected sum for pairs. Analogously to the inertia group of
a manifold, we define

/(AT, L) {(Sn + 2, K) g jfJ (M, L) It (Sn + 2, K) (M, L)}

where => in the parenthesis indicates that there is an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism of pairs. The set forms a submonoid of and describes
the effect of knotting L locally. We are also concerned with the following
intermediate submonoid

I0(M, L) {(S"+2, K)eI(M,L)I (M, L) » (S"+2, K) (M, L)}
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where indicates that there is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
of pairs which is concordant to the identity map as a diffeomorphism of
the ambient space M.

Our results suggest that 7(M, L) and 70(M, L) depend only on the order
of a meridian of L in tu1(M —L) or HfM — L; Z). Roughly speaking,

according as the order is infinite, 1, or p (1 <p< oo), they can be distinguished
by (at least) these three types :

Type 1 7(A7, L) {ON}

Type 2 I(M, L) „, /0(M, L) ker a

Type 3 {0} <= 7(M, L) <= „, {0} <= 70(M, L) c ker a

(see section 4 for a(S" + 2, K)).

We refer the reader to 1.1, 2.6, 3.4, 5.1, 5.2, and 5.8 for the precise

statement.
This paper consists of five sections. In Section 1, we deduce a necessary

condition for 70(M, L), which is valid for any (M, L). We treat type 1 in
Section 2. Type 2 is discussed in Sections 3, 4 and type 3 is discussed in
Section 5. We will find that type 3 is closely related to the generalized
Smith conjecture.

The authors would like to express their hearty thanks to Professors

A. Kawauchi and T. Maeda for helpful conversations and suggestions.

§ 1. General remarks on /0(M, L)

It is known (and it is easily verified) that the signature of a Seifert

surface of an oriented n-knot K in Sn + 2 is independent of the choice of a

Seifert surface; so it is an invariant of the oriented knot K. The invariant
is called the signature of the knot K and denoted by Sign (Sn + 2,K). We

note that Sign(S" + 2, K) is trivially zero unless n + 1 0 (4).

As is seen in Section 3, there is a pair (M" + 2, Ln) such that /(M, L) Jf n

for any n ^ 3. In contrast, we can deduce a necessary condition for
J0(M, L) which holds for any pair (M, L).

Theorem 1.1. If (Sn + 2, K) e 70(M, L), then Sign (Sn + 2, K) 0.

Proof Let F be a Seifert surface of K. Since Sn+2 dDn+3, we can

push the interior of V into the interior of Dn + 3 so that V is transverse

to Sn + 2. This yields an oriented pair (D" + 3, V) having (Sn + 2,K) as the

boundary.
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The boundary connected sum (M, L) x I^(Dn + s, V) gives a cobordism

between (M, L) # (S"+2, K) and (M, L). We note that the ambient space of the

cobordism is diffeomorphic to M x I. Since (Sn + 1, K) e I0(M, L), there is an
orientation preserving diffeomorphism / : (M, L) tf (Sn + 2, K) -> (M, L) which
is concordant to the identity when regarded as a diffeomorphism of the

ambient space M. We paste togethor (M, L) tt (Sn + 2, K) and (M, L) by / to

get an oriented pair of closed manifolds. Since / is concordant to the

identity, the resulting ambient space is diffeomorphic to M x S1. We shall
denote by X the resulting oriented closed submanifold of M x S1.

The additivity property of the signature (see [AS, p. 588]) says that

Sign X Sign L x I + Sign V Sign V,

where SignL x I 0 follows easily from the definition of the signature
of a manifold with boundary. By the Hirzebruch signature theorem (see

[MS, § 19]) we have

Sign X

where the right hand side means the Hirzebruch L-class J£(X) of X
evaluated on the fundamental class [X] of X. In the sequel we shall show
&(X){X] 0.

Let j:X -> M x S1 be the inclusion map. Then it is not difficult to
see that

(!-2) 7*1X1 [LxS1] in Hn + 1(M x S1 ; Z)

where [LxS1] denotes the homology class represented by x S1.

Let v be the normal bundle to XinM x By the multiplicativity
of L-class we have

^(X) jS?(v)" V^MxS1)
(1.3)

•S?(M x S1)SC{M) x jSfX) 7

where k: Mx S1-> Mis the projection map. Since dim v 2, we have

T4) seiy) 1 + Pl(v)/3 1 + e(v)2/3

where Pl and e denote the first Pontrjagin class and the Euler class
respectively.

On the other hand it is known that

f1'5) efy) fj, (1)
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where j, : Hq(X ; Z) Hq + 2(M x S1 ; Z) denotes the Gysin homomorphism
and 1 e H°(X ; Z) is the unit element. Remember the definition of j
It is defined so that the following diagram commutes :

H«(X;Z) -> xS';Z)

j n[X] j n[M x S1]

H„ + i-q(X; Z) ^ HnxS1 ; Z)

where the vertical maps are the Poincaré dualities. It says that

(1) n[MxS'] =!,[!].
This together with (1.2) means that

/ (1) G K*H2(M ; Z).

Hence it follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that

J£?(v) e j*n*H*(M ; Q)

and hence

e j*n*H*(M ; Q)

by (1.3). This together with (1.2) implies that

^(I)[I] 0 Q.E.D.

Theorem 1.1 gives a necessary condition for (Sn + 2,K) to belong to

J0(M, L). When we consider the converse problem, i.e. the problem to find
(Sn + 2,K) in I0(M,L), we apply the relative s-cobordism theorem. We shall

state it as a lemma for later convenience's sake.

Lemma 1.6. Suppose there exists a cobordism (U, Z) between (M, L)
H (Sn + 2, K) and (M, L) such that

(1) Z is diffeomorphic to L x /,

(2) t/ze exterior E(Z) of Z is an s-cobordism relative boundary.

Then (Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L).

Proof The relative s-cobordism theorem says that E(Z) is diffeomorphic
to E(L) x I where the diffeomorphism can be taken as the identity on

E(L) x {0} and (dE(L)) x L Therefore it extends to a diffeomorphism:
(U, Z) -» (M, L) x I which is the identity on the 0-level. This means that
(Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L). Q.E.D.
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§2. Type 1 case

In this section we consider the case where a meridian of L" in M" + 2

has infinite order in HfiM-L^Z). We shall denote by [m] the homology

class in H^M-L^Z) represented by a meridian m of L in M. For a

manifold pair {X, Y) of codimension 2 and an epimorphism y from nfiX-Y)
to a finite group, let {X, Y)y be the branched covering of (X, Y) corresponding

to y. Each knot group n1(Sn + 2-K) has a natural epimorphism to Zp for any

positive integer p, and the corresponding p-fold branched cyclic covering of

(Sn
+ 2, K) is denoted by (Sn + 2, K)p.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose [m] is of infinite order. Then if (Sn + 2, K) e /(M, L)

then {Sn + 2,K)p is a homotopy {n + 2)-sphere for any positive integer p.

Proof Since [m] represents a nontrivial element in the finitely generated

free abelian group BfiM — L) H fiM — L ; Z)/Tor H fiM — L; Z), there is a

positive integer r and a primitive element x in BfiM — L) such that [m] rx
in BfiM — L). For each positive integer p, 1er yp be the canonical

epimorphism tc1(M — L) -> BfiM — L) ® Zpr. Noting the naturality of the

homomorphism yp, we can see the following :

(M, L)Yp ((M, L) « (S" + 2, K))ypof#

(M, L)Jp Ü dp(Sn + 2, K)p

Here / is a diffeomorphism (M, L) K (Sn + 2, K) (M, L) and dp is the order

of BfiM-L) (g) Zpr divided by p. Hence HjfSn + 2, K)P;Z) ~ H^(Sn + 2
; Z)

and 7i1((S"+2, K)p) ^ 1 by the existence of prime decompositions of finitely
generated groups into free products [Wg]. Q.E.D.

It is conjectured that those knots which satisfy the conclusion of the
above lemma are trivial. In fact, for n 1, it follows from the Smith
conjecture [MB]. As a supporting evidence for higher dimensional cases,

we have

Lemma. Suppose that (Sn + 2,K)p is a homology (n-y 2)-sphere for
every positive integer p. Then the Alexander modules of K are trivial.

Proof Let E(K) be the infinite cyclic cover of the exterior E(K) of K
in Sn + 2, and let t denote the automorphism of the homology group of
E(K) induced by the action of a meridian. Then, by the arguments of [Sml],
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we can see that tp — 1 : Hq (E(K) ; Zr -> Hq (E(K) ; Zr is an isomorphism

for any positive integers p, q, and r. Assume r is prime. Then

Hq(E(K); Zr) is a finite abelian group, since it is a finitely generated
torsion module over the principal ideal domain Zr<t> (see [Le3, p. 8]). So

the automorphism t on Hq(E(K); Zr) has a finite order, say d, and we
have td — 1=0. Hence Hq(E(K); Zr) 0, and by the universal coefficient
theorem, the following holds for any prime r and any positive integer q :

(2.3) Hq{É(K); Z) 0 Zr 0

(2.4) Tor(Hg(£(K);Z),Zr) 0

By (2.4), Hq(E(K); Z) has no nontrivial elements of finite order; so it
has a square presentation matrix M(t) as a Z<t>-module by [Le3,
Proposition 3.5]. By (2.3) the q~th Alexander polynomial detMq(t) (eZ<t>)
is a unit mod. r for any prime r. Hence it is a unit in Z<t>, and we
have Hq(E(K) ; Z) 0 for any positive integer q. Q.E.D.

Thus, as a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the results of
[Le2] and [T], we have the following :

Proposition 2.5. Suppose [m] is of infinite order. Then any knot
in /(M, L) has trivial Alexander modules and is null cobordant.

Hence the only obstruction for a knot (Sn + 2, K) in /(M, L) to be trivial
lies in the knot group n1(Sn + 2

— K). For the special case where [m] generates

HfM — L), we can apply the result of Maeda [Ma] (cf. [DF]), and obtain
the following :

Theorem 2.6. Suppose n ^ 3 and HfiM — L) is the infinite cyclic

group generated by [m]. Then /(M, L) is trivial

Proof. Let {Sn + 2, K) be a knot in J(M, L). Note that n fiM-L) is

isomorphic to the amalgamated free product nfM — L) * n1(Sn + 2
— K).

<m>
Then we can conclude n1(Sn+2 — K) ~ Z by the result of [Ma] (cf. [DF])
which asserts the existence of a prime decomposition of a finitely presented

group G with G/[G, G] ~ Z with respect to such amalgamated free products.
Combined with Proposition 2.5, we see Sn+2 — K is homotopy equivalent to

a circle. Hence (S"+2, K) is trivial by [Lei].
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§ 3. Type 2 case

In this section and the next section, we treat the case where a meridian

of Ln in Mn + 2 is null homotopic in M - L. The following lemma follows

from [Li, Lemma 1]. We shall give an alternative proof which is interesting

by itself (the argument is also given in [Ms, Theorem 4.2]).

Lemma 3.1. I{Sn x S2, Sn x {*}) Xn if n ^ 3.

Proof Let (Sn + 2,K) be an n-knot and consider (S"xS2, S"x{*})
# (Sn + 2, K). A subset Sn x {*} K u {x0} x S2 (x0eSn) is exactly the

wedge sum of Sn and S2. As easily observed the complement of an open
regular neighborhood of the subset is contractible and hence diffeomorphic
to Dn+2 as n + 2 ^ 5. This means that one can express

CSn x S2, Sn x {*}) # (^ + 2, K) (Sn x S2, Sn x {*}) # S

where S is a homotopy (n + 2)-sphere and the connected sum at the right
hand side is done away from the submanifold Sn x {*}.

On the other hand the ambient manifold must be diffeomorphic to
Sn x S2 because it is the connected sum of Sn x S2 with Sn + 2. These

mean that S belongs to the inertia group of Sn x S2. But the group is trivial
([Sc]), so £ must be the standard sphere. This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.

We shall denote by <m> the class in 7i1(M —L) represented by a

meridian of L in M.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose M is spin, L is diffeomorphic to Sn, and
n ^ 3. If <m> 1 for (AT, L), tlzerc (M, L) (S" x S2, 5" x {*}) It M'
with a closed oriented manifold M' of dimension n + 2.

Proo/ Since <m> 1 and dim M ^ 5, the meridian m bounds a
2-disk in M — L. Therefore L V S2 is embedded in M. The normal bundle
to L in M is trivial, because it is classified by the Euler class sitting
in H2(L ; Z) and H2(L ; Z) — 0 as L Sn and n ^ 3. The normal bundle
of the embedded S2 is also trivial, because it is classified by the second
Stiefel-Whitney class and it vanishes as M is spin. Hence the closed regular
neighborhood of L V S2 in M is diffeomorphic to that of Sn V S2 naturally
embedded in Sn x S2. In particular its boundary is diffeomorphic to Sn + 1.

This implies the lemma. Q.E.D.
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Remark 3.3. A similar argument works even if M is not spin. But this
time two cases arise according as the normal bundle of the embedded S2

is trivial or not. If it is trivial, then the same conclusion as above holds.

If it is not trivial, we have

(M, L) {SnxS2,Sn) KM'.

Here Sn x S2 denotes the total space of the sphere bundle associated with
the nontrivial (n + l)-dimensional vector bundle over S2 (note that it is

unique as 7r1(SO(n + l)) ~ Z2 for n ^ 2) and the submanifold Sn denotes a

fiber.

Combining Lemma 3.1 with 3.2, we obtain

Theorem 3.4. Suppose M is spin, L is diffeomorphic to Sn, and

n ^ 3. Then if <m> =1 for (M, L), then I(M, L) Xn.

Remark 3.5. If the inertia group I(Sn x S2) is trivial, then the same

argument as the proof of Lemma 3.1 proves that I(Sn x S2, Sn) and
hence one could drop the spin condition for M by Remark 3.3.

If L # Sn, then the above argument does not work. For a general L
we construct an s-cobordism between pairs (M, L) K (Sn + 2, K) and (M, L)
and apply lemma 1.6. We denote the set of all null-cobordant n-knots

by According to Kervaire [K] (cf. [KW, Chap. IV])
if n is even, but ^ if n is odd.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose <m> =1 for (Mn + 2,Ln) and n ^ 3.

Then 70(M, L) contains In particular, if n is even ^ 4, then

I0(M,L) I(M,L) Jfn.

Proof. Let (Sn + 2, K) bound a disk pair (Dn + 3, D), where D is a

(n-bl)-disk. The boundary connected sum (M, L) x I (D"+3, D) at the

1-level gives a cobordism between (M, L) and (M, L) K (S" + 2, K).
We shall check the conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 1.6 for this

cobordism. First, since D is diffeomorphic to Dn + 1,Lx I \D is

diffeomorphic to L x /; so (1) is satisfied. Hence E(LxI i]D) gives a cobordism
relative boundary between E(L) and E(L KK). We note that

(3.7) E(L xl \ D) E(L x I) u £(£)

where E(LxI) and F(D) are pasted together along Dn+1 x S1 embedded in
their boundaries. The S1 factor corresponds to meridians of L x I and D.

Then the van Kampen's theorem says that
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n,(E(LxnDj)än^EiLxI))<*>tc^JS^))

~ 7ti(£(L x /)) * (uj^D))/< m>)

where the latter isomorphism is because <m> 1 in nx(E(Lx I)) by the

assumption. Since n1(E(D))/<m>^7r1(DB + 3) ~ {1}, we have

(3.8) ti^ECL x / ç D)) ~ 7t!(£(L x /)) ~ %(£(£))

Here the inclusion map i : E(L) E(L) x {0} -* E{L x induces the

isomorphism.
We shall observe that i is a simple homotopy equivalence. For that

purpose we consider the lifting of i to the universal covers. Since the map

Ki(E{D)) ni(E{L xi ÏD)) induced by the inclusion map is trivial as observed

above, it follows from (3.7) that

(3.9) £(Lx/(D) É(L x /) u E(D) x II

where II n^EiLxI i] D)) tc1(M—L) and E{LxI) and £(D) x II are

pasted together II-equivariantly along D" + 1 x S1 x II embedded in their
boundaries. This means that : Hq(Ë(L) ; Z) - Hq(É(L x I 1] D) ; Z) is an

isomorphism as Z[II]-modules. Hence i^: nq(E(L)) -> nq(E(Lx I lj D)) is an

isomorphism by Namioka's theorem (see [Wll, § 4]) and hence i is a

homotopy equivalence.
The assumption <m> =1 together with (3.9) tells us that the Whitehead

torsion x(i) g Wh(H) of the map i comes from an element of Wh(l) through
the map : Wh(l) Wh(Tl) induced from the inclusion 1 -> n. However
Wh( 1) 0 and hence x(z) 0. This shows that E(L x I Ij D) is an s-cobordism
relative boundary. The proposition then follows from Lemma 1.6. Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.6 gives a complete answer to the case where n is even

^ 4. It would be interesting to ask if the same conclusion still holds in
the case n 2.

In the next section we will improve Proposition 3.6 when n is odd ^ 5.

§4. An improvement

Throughout this section we assume n is odd ^ 5. Let Vn + 1 be a Seifert
surface of an rc-knot K in Sn + 2. The normal bundle to F in Sn+2 is
trivial. We give the stable normal bundle of Sn + 2 a canonical framing so
that V can be viewed as a framed manifold.
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Remember that dV K Sn. We make V contractible by framed

surgery without touching the boundary. As is well known this is always
possible in case dim V n + 1 is odd. But in case n + 1 is even, we
encounter an obstruction which is detected by

Sign V g Z if n + 1 0 (4)

c(V) e Z/2Z if n + 1 2 (4)

where c(V) is the Kervaire invariant of V.

Remark 4.1. Since dL is dilfeomorphic to Sn, c(F) 0 if n + 1 is not
of the form 2k — 2 ([Br]).

One can see that Seifert surfaces of K are framed cobordant relative

boundary to each other. Hence the values Sign V and c(V) are independent
of the choice of V. We set

a(Sn + 2, K)
Sign V if n 4- 1 0 (4),

c(V) if n + 1 2k — 2 for some k,

0 otherwise.

Proposition 4.2. Suppose <m> 1 /or (Mn + 2,Ln) and n is

odd ^ 5. TTzen (Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L) if a(Sn + 2,K) 0. In particular,
70(M, L) — /neither n + 1 0 (4) nor n + 1 2k — 2 for some k.

Combining this with Theorem 1.1, we obtain

Corollary 4.3. Suppose <m> 1 for (Mn+2,Ln) and n + 1

0(4)(n/3). Then (Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L) if and only if a(Sn + 2,K) 0.

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.2.

Let K be an .n-knot in Sn+2 such that <j(Sn + 2, K) 0. We shall construct
an s-cobordism relative boundary between E(L K) and E(L). The argument
is rather more complicated than that of Proposition 3.6. We need some

knowledge of surgery theory.

Step 1. Let Vn+1 be a Seifert surface of K. Push the interior of V
into the interior of Dn + 3 to make it transverse to the boundary Sn+2 of
Dn + 3. We may assume that V is (n — l)/2-connected, if necessary, by doing
framed surgery of V within D" + 3. In fact, this is the method used to prove
that any n-knot is concordant to a simple knot (see [KW, Chap. IV]).

In the attempt to make V (n + l)/2-connected (and hence V is contractible

by the Poincaré duality) by framed surgery of V within Dn + 3, one encounters

an obstruction. Namely a bunch of embedded (n + l)/2-spheres in V does
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not necessarily extend to embedded (n + 3)/2-disks whose interior lies in
Dn+3 - V.

But if we do framed surgery of V at the outside of Dn + 3 without
touching boundary, i.e. if we do surgery on framed embeddings

(,S{n+1)l2 x D(n+1)/2 x D2, S{n + 1)l2 x D{n + 1)/2 x {0}) (Dn + 3, V),

then we can make V (n + l)/2-connected because the obstruction is exactly
<j{Sn + 2,K) and it vanishes by the assumption. The ambient space is,

however, not Dn + 3
any more. We denote by (W, D) the resulting framed

oriented pair, where D is diffeomorphic to Dn + 1.

Step 2. We construct a boundary preserving map h :

(W ; N(D), E(D)) - (Dn + 3
; N(Dn +1), E(Dn +1))

such that

(4.4) h\dW: dW Sn + 2 -> dDn + 3 S"+2 is a homotopy equivalence,

(4.5) h I
N(D) : N(D) N(Dn + 1) is a diffeomorphism,

where N denotes a closed tubular neighborhood and Dn+1 cz Dn+3 is
standardly embedded.

Since D is diffeomorphic to Dn + 1, there is a diffeomorphism

g:(Dn + 1xD2, Dn + 1x{0}) -> (N(D), D).

Here D"+1 x D2 can be naturally identified with A^(D" + 1); so we define

(4-6) /Î I — Q
1

First we extend h \dWnôN{D) h\dE{K) to a map from E{K) to E(ÔDn + 1)

E(Sn). The obstruction lies in groups

H«+\E{K\ dE(K);nq{E(Sn))).

Since E(Sn) is homotopy equivalent to S1, it suffices to prove

(4.7) Hq + 1(E(K), dE(K) ; Z) 0 for q 0, 1

On the other hand we have

Hq+1(E(K),dE(K); Z) ~ Hq+1{Sn+\N(K); Z) (by excision)

^Hq{N(K); Z) (if g +1 <n + 2)

^ H^(S" ; Z)

(if ^ ^ n)
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Hence (4.7) is satisfied as n ^ 5.

Consequently we can extend h \
N{D) to a map

h\N(D)udw-{N(D)udW, dW) (N{Dn + 1)vdDn + \ dDn + 3).

The local degree of h\dW: dW dDn + 3 is one because h\dWnN{D) h\N{K):

N(K) -» N(Sn) is a diffeomorphism by (4.6) aiid h(E(K)) c= E(Sn) by the

construction. Since dW and dDn + 3.are both Sn + 2> h\ qw is a homotopy
equivalence. Hence (4.4) is satisfied. Moreover (4.5) is also satisfied by (4.6).

In the sequel it suffices to extend h\dE(D) to a map from E(D) to E(Dn + 1).

This time the obstruction lies in groups

Hq + 1(E(D), dE(D);nq(E(D" + 1)j).

Since E(Dn + 1) is homotopy equivalent to S1, it suffices to prove

(4.8) Hq + 1(E{D\ dE(D) ; Z) 0 for q 0, 1

By excision we have

Hq+1(E{D), dE(D) ; Z) ~ Hq+1(W, N(D)udW; Z).

Remember that W is obtained from Dn + 3 by (n+ l)/2-surgery. It implies that

Hi(W; Z) 0 if i / (n + l)/2 + 1

In particular

Hf(IT;Z) - 0 for i ^ 3

as n ^ 5. Therefore it follows from the exact sequence of the pair
(W, N(D)udW) that

Hq+1(W,N{D)KjdW; Z) ~ Hq{N(D)\jdW ; Z) for g < 2.

Here the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of the triad (iV(Z))udJr ; AT(D), dlT)
shows that

Hq (N(D)udW; Z) 0 for 0, 1,

because iV(D) is contractible, dW Sn + 2, and iV(D) n 5IT Sn x S1.

Hence (4.8) is satisfied, and we have obtained the desired map h.

Step 3. Since W is framed, the framing of the stable normal bundle v(W)
of W induces a stable bundle map b:v(W) - v(D" + 3) which covers h. The

triple J* (W,h,b) is called a normal map.
The identity map Id : (M, L) x I -> (M, L) x I gives a normal map

where the stable bundle map is also the identity. We shall denote the normal
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map by @Jd — {{M, L)x I, Id, Id). The maps h and Id are both diffeo-

morphisms on N(D) and N(LxI) respectively; so one can do the boundary
connected sum of & and @Id at points of K and L x {1}. This yields

a new normal map @Id \ (M x I \W, Id ^h, Id \ b). Here we naturally
identify the target space (M, L) x I 1? (Dn + 3, Dn + 1) with (M, L) x I. Since

Id I h is a diffeomorphism ön N(L x I ^ D), it gives a product structure on

N(L x IK D). Thus we get a cobordism E(L x I i] D) relative boundary between

E(L tt K) and E(L).

Step 4. Id tj h I
E{L) : E(L) - E(L) x {0} (the 0-level) is the identity; so it

is a simple homotopy equivalence. We shall observe that h± Id \ h \EiL#K):

E(L$ K) E(L) x {1} (the 1-level) is also a simple homotopy equivalence.
We have a decomposition

E{L JKK) E(L) u E(K)

in the same sense as (3.7). Hence, similarly to (3.8) one can see

(4-9) n^EiLÏK)) ~ tt^L))
where the inclusion map induces the isomorphism.

We can view E(L) x {1} as E(L ft Sn) and we also have

E(L tt Sn) E(L) u E(Sn).

Then the map hx can be viewed as the identity on E(L) and h on E{K).
This together with (4.9) shows that ttK)) -> n^EfL ft Snj) is an
isomorphism.

As before we consider the map hx : É(L # K) E(L tt Sn) lifted to the
universal covers. Since <m> 1, we have a diagram

E(L tt K) É(L) u E(K) x n
(4.10) I I Id I h\EiK)xld

Ê(Ltt Sn) É(L) u E(Sn) x U,

where n 7u1(M —L) as before. Since h\E{K) is a homology equivalence,
the above diagram tells us that hls,:Hq(È(L Z) - Z) is an
isomorphism as Z[IT]-modules. Therefore is a homotopy equivalence by
the same reason as before.

The assumption <m> 1 together with the above diagram tells us that
tf/ij e IT7î(n) comes from an element of Wh(l). Hence 0 as
Wh{l) 0.
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Step 5. By step 4 h Id ïh\E{LxI^D): E(Lx I D)-+E(Lx I ^ Dn+1)

E(L x I) is a simple homotopy equivalence on the boundary. We convert
h into a simple homotopy equivalence by surgery without touching the

boundary. The obstruction <j(h) lies in an L-group L„+3(II, 1) where 1 denotes

the trivial homomorphism from II to Z2 (note, since M is oriented and
hence so is E(LxI\ the orientation homomorphism: II n^EiLxI)) — Z2
is trivial).

We have a diagram similar to (4.10):

E(L x I Ij D) E(L x I) u £(D)

M I 4 h

E(L xHD" + 1) E(L x /) u £(D" + x).

The surgery obstruction a(h) to converting h to a. simple homotopy
equivalence by surgery without touching the boundary lies in Ln + 3(Z, 1)

because n1(E(Dn + 1)) is isomorphic to Z. The above diagram together with
the assumption <m> =1 tells us that

ß*a*o(h)

where a^: Ln+3(Z, 1) -+ Ln+3( 1, 1) and ß^: LB+3(1, 1) ^ Ln + 3(U, 1) are the

homomorphisms induced from the trivial homomorphisms a : Z - 1 and

ß : 1 -> II respectively. It is well-known that

L (1 1) ^ 4Z if » + 3s°(4)'
"+3( ' '\z2if 3 S 2(4).

As easily observed ais given by

Sign W if n + 3 0 (4)

c{W) if n + 3 2 (4)

through the above isomorphism. Remember that W is framed cobordant to
Dn + 3 relative boundary by the construction. Therefore those invariants
vanish and hence o(h) 0.

Consequently we have obtained a cobordism U' relative boundary
between E(L tf K) and E(L) together with a simple homotopy equivalence

F:U' E(L x I) which is the identity on the 0-level. Let i0 : E(L) -+ U'
and j0 : E(L) -> E(L x I) be the inclusion maps from the 0-level to the

cobordisms. Since F ° i0 j0 ° Id where Id : E(L) -> E(L) denotes the identity

map, we have
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t (F)+ F^x(i0)tOo) + j0*<Id)

(see [Ml, Lemma 7.8]). Here F,j0,andId are all simple homotopy

equivalences; so these Whitehead torsions vanish. Hence it follows that

x(j0) 0, because F#: Whfa^U')) -* Whin^EfL x I)) is an isomorphism.

This means that U' is an s-cobordism. Therefore (Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L) by

Lemma 1.6. Q.E.D.

§ 5. Type 3 case

In this section we treat the case where <m> or [m] is of order p

(p is not necessarily a prime number). We begin with

Lemma 5.1. Suppose [m] is of order p. Then if (Sn + 2, K) e I(M, L),

then (Sn + 2, K)p is a homotopy (n +2)-sphere.

Proof Let r be the order of Tor H^M- L ; Z), and let y be the canonical

epimorphism —L) —» HfM — L;Z) ® Zr. Since the order of y(<m>)
is p, we obtain the desired result by an argument similar to the proof of
Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D.

If p ^ 2, there are infinitely many knots (Sn + 2,K) such that (Sn + 2,K)P

is not a homotopy (n + 2)-sphere ; so Lemma 5.1 shows that I(M,L) c jT„
for such (M, L).

The rest of this section is devoted to looking for a non-trivial knot in

J(M, L) or I0(M, L). We will extend Proposition 3.6 and 4.2 to the case

where <m> is of order p. Lemma 5.1 reminds us of counterexamples to
the generalized Smith conjecture.

Let (Sn + 2,K) be an n-knot which bounds a disk pair (.Dn + 3,D) such

that (Dn+3,D)p is a homotopy (n + 3)-disk. Since (Sn+2,K)P is the boundary
of (Dn + 3,D)p, (iS"+2, K)p is a homotopy (n + 2)-sphere. If n + 3 ^ 5, then

(D" + 3, D)p is diffeomorphic to Dn + 3 and hence (S" + 2, K)p is diffeomorphic to
Sn + 2.

The p-fold branched cyclic covering (Dn+3, D)p supports a Zp-action with
the branch set D as the fixed point set. Let E(D)p be the exterior of D
in (Dn + 3,D)p and let p : S1 -> E(D)p be an equivariant embedding of a

meridian of D in E(D)p, where the standard free Zp-action is considered
on S1. Since p is a homology equivalence and equivariant, the Whitehead
torsion of p is defined in Wh(Zp). Clearly it is independent of the choice
of p; so we shall denote it by Tp(Dn + 3, D).

The following theorem is an extension of Proposition 3.6.
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose <m> is of order p (p may be equal to 1)
for (Mn + 2,L") and n ^ 4. Then {Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L) if it bounds a

disk pair (D" + 3, D) suchthat

(1) (Dn + 3, D)p is diffeomorphic to Dn + 3i

(2) p^p(Dn + 3,D) 0,

where : Wh(Zp) -* Wh(n1(M — L)) is the homomorphism induced from
a homomorphism p: Zp -> — L) sending a generator of Zp to

<m> g nfM—L).

Remark 5.3. (1) For each p, there are infinitely many n-knots satisfying
the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 5.2. For example the Zp-orbit spaces
of Sumners' knots [R, p. 347] (which are counterexamples to the generalized
Smith conjecture) are the desired knots. In fact, Tp(Dn + 3,D) 0 for them.

(2) If p 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, then Wh(Zp) 0. Hence the condition (2)

of Theorem 5.2 is trivially satisfied in these cases.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We shall observe that the proof of Proposition 3.6

works with a little modification. As before E(L x I ^ D) can be viewed as a

cobordism relative boundary between E(L) and E(E tt K). We shall check

that this is an s-cobordism.
The condition (1) implies that

(5.4) n1(E(D))/<mp>~Zp

where a meridian of D in Z)"+3 is also denoted by m. Hence it follows
from the decomposition (3.7) that

(5.5) n^EiLx/)£>))~ ti^LX/)) * n^EiDj)
<m>

~ n^E^xlj) * n1{E(D))/<mp>
zp

(as <m> is of order p in ni(E{L x /)))

c 7i^EiLxI)) (by (5.4))

This implies that the inclusion map i : E(L) E(L) x {0} -> E(L x I D)

induces an isomorphism %(£(!,)) -> %(£(!, x/ tjD)).

We consider the map i: E(L) -> E(L x I ^\D) lifted to the universal cover.
Let q:É(LxI ij D) -> E(LxI il D) be the covering projection map. By (5.5)

q~1(E(Lx /)) is exactly the universal cover E(LxI). As for q~1(E(D)) we
need a little consideration. The above observation (5.5) shows that the image

of : %(£(£>)) -> n^EiL xl ^D)) is isomorphic to Zp, where j is the inclusion
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map. We shall identify 7>i(E(£)) with Zp. Remember that Zp acts freely

on E(D)Pascovering transformations.

Claim 5.6. q'^D))E{D)P x II, where the right hand side denotes
Zp

the orbit space of E(D)P x II by the diagonal Zp-action defined by

S. (x, g)(xs-1, sg)for seZp,xe E(D)P,andg eTl.

Proof. The n-covering q^fFfD)) - is classified by the map: E(D)

-* 511 induced from the homomorphism j*:nfElD)) II nfElL x I >1 £»)).

Here factors through the inclusioni:Zp -> II :

nfEiD)) 5 n

\ /'
Z„

e

p

The pullback of the universal II-bundle £11 ->• 511 by is of the form

EZP x II ->• BZP. In fact, since £ZP £11, the map (u, g) ug (we£Zp, II)
Zp

defined from EZp x IT to £11. The map induces a II-bundle map fromis
Zp

EZn x II -> BH to £n ^ BH. On the other hand the covering induced from
Zp

the homomorphism / : ju1(£(Z>)) - Zp is exactly the Zp-covering E(D)P - E(D).

These prove the claim.

Consequently we have a decomposition

(5.7) £(LxHD) Ë(L x I) u E{D)p x II,
Zp

where Ê(L x I) and E(D)p x II are pasted together along Dn x S1 x II

equivariantly embedded in their boundaries. The condition (1) means that
E(D)p is a homology circle. This together with (5.7) tells us that i: E(LxI)

Ë(L x I D) induces an isomorphism on homology as Z[II]-modules.
Hence i is a homotopy equivalence.

The decomposition (5.7) also tells us that

r(() pH!Tp(D" + 3, D) up to sign

Hence x(i) — 0 by the condition (2). Therefore E(LxI 1jD) is an s-cobordism
relative boundary. The theorem then follows from Lemma 1.6. Q.E.D.

A torsion ip(Sn+2,K) is defined similarly to xp(Dn + 3, D) if (Sn+2,K)p
is a homotopy (n + 2)-sphere. The following theorem is an extension of
Proposition 4.2.
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Theorem 5.8. Suppose <m> is of order p (p may be equal to 1)
for (Mn + 2, Ln) and n ^ 4. Let anp 2 if n 0 (4) and p is even,
and let anp 1 otherwise. Then an p(Sn + 2, K) e I0(M, L) if

(1) a(Sn + 2,K) 0 incase n is odd.

(2) (Sn + 2, K)p is a homotopy (n + 2)-sphere,

(3) an,M(S" + 2,K) 0

where p^ is the same as in Theorem 5.2.

Proof. The argument developed in Steps 1, 2, and 3 of the proof of
Proposition 4.2 still works. Step 4 needs a little modification. Instead of
(4.10) we have

E(L UK) E(L) u E(K)d X II
zp

(5.9) I iId ih>;Idlup

É(L tfS") Ê(L)uE(Sn)p x II
zp

(see (5.7)) where hp: E(K)p - E(Sn)p denotes the lifting of h to the Zp-covers.
Since hp is a homology equivalence, the above diagram tells us that hx

is a homotopy equivalence.

It also tells us that

p(Sn
+ 2,K),

which vanishes by the condition (3). Hence h1\ E(L # K) -* E(L Ö Sn) is a

simple homotopy equivalence.

Step 5 also needs some modification. We need to replace a and ß

by the canonical epimorphism y : Z - Zp and p : Zp - n respectively. Then
we have

<^F) (h).

Here we distinguish three cases to observe the value <j(h).

Case 1. The case where n is odd. In this case the trivial homomorphism
a: Z - 1 induces an isomorphism Ln + 3(Z, 1) - Ln+3( 1, 1) ([Wll, 13A.8]).
As observed in Step 5 of the proof of Proposition 4.2, a^(a(/i)) vanishes.

Hence <j(h) 0, so a(/z) 0.

Case 2. The case where n 2 (4) or p is odd. According to Wall [W12]
or Bäk [Ba], Ln+3(Zp, 1) 0 in this case. Since y*<j(h) lies in Ln + 3(Zp, 1),

y*<j(h) 0 and hence <j(h) 0.
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Case 3. The case where n 0 (4) and p is even. In this case

Ln+3(ZP,1)^Z2. Since the value y*a(/z) e L„ + 3(ZP, 1) is additive with

respect to connected sum, it necessarily vanishes for (Sn + 2, K) # (Sn + 2, K).

The rest of the argument is the same as that in Step 5. This proves

the theorem. Q.E.D.
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